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WELCOME TO NEUCHÂTEL !

WELCOME MESSAGE
DEAR FRIENDS OF GYMNASTICS!
Gymnastics has an incredible power of diversity and unity. A competitive sport in its nature, it still
brings many people together in and out of competition, from members of delegations to the
audience. One of these targeted audiences is young people coming together under the
EUROGYM miracle.
The 13th edition of the EUROGYM will be organized in the beautiful city of Neuchatel (SUI) – the
city that attracts the youth from all over the world. The Local Organizing Committee (LOC) is
already working hard to implement this unique project.
In the announcement they made to involve volunteers to the event, you can feel the energy, which
leads us to another successful edition of the EUROGYM - “Organized with passion, for young
people, with young people and by young people.” Nowadays, we all really need that positive
energy to overcome the difficulties caused by COVID-19.
Having succeeded to organize three competitions in late 2020, European Gymnastics is now quite
optimistic about its future events. The main thing is unity, positivity, eagerness, openness,
confidence and ability to adapt to given conditions.
Fortunately, gymnastics family members possess all these characteristics, which guarantee our
success. I am already looking forward to EUROGYM Gala, which will unite the European youth in
Neuchatel. I wish our young gymnasts sound health and good luck in their preparations until we
meet again.
Dr. Farid Gayibov
President of European Gymnastics
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WELCOME MESSAGE
MY DEAR GYMNASTS AND FRIENDS
We, the European Gymnastics Technical Committee of Gymnastics for All (TC GfA) are so
pleased to welcome all of you in Neuchâtel (SUI) for the 13th EUROGYM and 3rd European Gym
for Life Challenge, both taking place in July 2022.
The past year and still now has been challenging and scary for all of us. But I really hope that we
all will overcome this pandemic. My committee and myself are missing your joy of living, your
shiny smiles, but most of all, we are missing your performances, seeing and doing gymnastics.
EUROGYM is all about joy and friendship. Let those feelings sink into you and your body will
express it during the city performances.
EUROGYM is also about meeting old friends that you haven’t seen for quite a while and making
some new friends to create a book of memories.
Switzerland is situated in the heart of Europe. Everybody thinks it’s a small country but in the end
it is not. And it has a lot to offer, such as chocolate, cheese, mountains, lakes, ... Did you know
that Switzerland has 4 official languages? If not, keep on reading, the LOC has put some funny
facts about this unusual shaped country. Let’s be more specific, Neuchâtel is a nice middle size
town located on the banks of a lake, which makes it the perfect city to host our festivals! We are
feeling very lucky to be working with the LOC that is very experienced in organising Gymnastics
for All events.
Stay safe! We are all looking forward to seeing you in a bit more than a year.
Hlíf Thorgeirsdóttir
President of the European Gymnastics TC-GfA
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WELCOME MESSAGE
THE PURE JOY OF LIFE ON THE TRAMPOLINE,
enjoying the pure joy of life on the trampoline, slackline or rowing: this EUROGYM euphoria will
finally be experienced in Switzerland in the summer of 2022. We at the Swiss Gymnastics
Federation are looking forward to it extraordinarily.
Every two years, the so-called EUROGYM: games are held. Their aim is to unite and network
young European gymnasts through sporting activities and encounters. Also this time the
EUROGYM is organized for the (gymnastics) youngsters. According to the motto: with the youth
for the youth.
I and the Swiss Gymnastics Federation (STV) are all the more pleased that this internationally
renowned event will take place in Switzerland for the first time from July 7 to 15, 2022 - and this at
the beautiful Lake Neuchâtel. For us from the STV, this is reason enough to thank the LOC
President Christian Blandenier and his team for their commitment.
We are convinced that EUROGYM in Neuchâtel will be an unforgettable experience for the young
people. The numerous workshops will give the 5000 or so participants from all over Europe the
opportunity to exchange cultural experiences on the shores of Lake Neuchâtel and to rekindle
their joy in movement and sport. Therefore, we hope that at EUROGYM 2022 also many Swiss
young people will be part of the game - and call on them to take advantage of this home game.
With this in mind: Let the EUROGYM games begin soon in Neuchâtel.
Fabio Corti
President of the Swiss Gymnastics Federation STV-FSG
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WELCOME MESSAGE
A WIND OF ENERGY AND YOUTH IS EXPECTED IN 2022
IN THE CANTON AND THAT FILLS US WITH JOY !
WHAT A CHANCE !
Thanks to EUROGYM 2022 young people from all over Europe will discover our canton. 5000 young
people who have the same passion, 5000 young people who practice a sport! What a wonderful image
for Neuchâtel!
Such a project is not entrusted to just anyone... Switzerland has been chosen and particularly a
Neuchâtel cantonal association. Like the management of this event, gymnastics is a discipline which
requires flexibility, rigor, balance and a significant personal investment. We are proud to know that your
committee is committed to such a project and is ready to get involved to support young people in a
sporting activity that will allow them to grow, learn and develop skills that will be useful for their daily
lives. Sport conveys undeniable values and the diversity of cultures that EUROGYM 2022 represents
further accentuates this richness brought to the athletes.
We congratulate the gymnasts who will take part in this event, we applaud the Organizing Committee
for its sporting dedication and we look forward to welcoming a large audience to this event on
Neuchâtel soil.

Monika Maire-Hefti
President of the Neuchâtel State Council
Head of the Education and Family Department
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WELCOME MESSAGE
THE CITY OF NEUCHÂTEL LOOKS FORWARD TO HOSTING EUROGYM 2022
Receiving thousands of young gymnasts in our millenary city is truly exciting: it will be one of the
first major sporting events organized in our city since the pandemic. And what an event! The
EUROGYM brings people together beyond national boundaries, promotes exchanges, and above
all celebrates the youth, to whom so many sacrifices have been asked in recent months.
We are proud that Neuchâtel has been chosen to host EUROGYM 2022 and the European Gym
for Life Challenge. A city on a human scale, between the lake and the Jura mountains, Neuchâtel
offers a unique quality of life and, with its universities, is a center of excellence in education.
Thanks to its high-quality sports infrastructure, it hosts major events while promoting access to
sports for all.
Gymnastics conveys strong values such as respect, commitment and solidarity. These values are
more necessary than ever today, in a world where it is easier to build walls than bridges. It is up to
our youth to build the world of tomorrow.
On behalf of the City of Neuchâtel, I would like to thank the organizing committee for its
commitment, in the complicated context we are living in. And I sincerely hope that in 2022 we will
have returned to an almost normal life, so that I can attend your performances and applaud
unreservedly. I miss it so much!

Violaine Blétry-de Montmollin
President of the Municipal (Executive) Council
City of Neuchâtel
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WELCOME MESSAGE
AFTER DARKNESS, LIGHT
Gymnasts from all over Europe,
The European Gymnastics took the decision to award the organization of the 13th EUROGYM
and the 3rd EGFL to Switzerland, and more particularly to our region, in January 2020. For more
than a year now, the Local Organizing Committee has been sparing no effort to make sure that
the festival will be a great success from 7 to 15 July 2022 in Neuchâtel.
For the first time since its creation, EUROGYM will take place in Switzerland, a country
geographically located at the heart of our continent. We are honored and proud of this fact and we
will do our utmost to welcome all the participants in the best possible conditions: ideal sports
infrastructures, location of the stages for the Group Performances in an urban environment,
discovery of the natural and cultural beauties of the region. Add to this adequate accommodation,
varied and sufficient food and the pleasure of welcoming young gymnasts from all over Europe.
We are currently living through a difficult period, linked to this virus that is shaking up the world
and greatly disrupting social relations. EUROGYM 2022 will mark the return of large gatherings
around a common passion: gymnastics. We are enormously pleased about this, and so are you, I
have no doubt.
After darkness, light. It is this message of hope that the slogan of EUROGYM Neuchâtel 2022
wants to bring: Shiny GYM TIME.
Looking forward to meeting you in Neuchâtel in July 2022!
Christian Blandenier
President of the Local Organizing Committee
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LOCAL ORGANIZING COMMITTEE (LOC)

NEUCHÂTEL
OPEN MINDS, CREATIVE GROUNDS
Thanks to its activities in microtechnics Neuchâtel is an internationally renowned
innovation centre. Through its University and Highly Specialized Technical Schools
it is a centre of excellence in training.
Its numerous infrastructures allow the hosting of major sporting events. Its dense
network of associations generates enough volunteers. An open city, with a human
dimension, ideally located between the lake and the first foothills of the Jura,
Neuchâtel has 33’000 inhabitants.
Usually, the climate in Switzerland is moderate with no excessive heat, cold or
humidity. From July to August the daytime temperature range is 18 to 28 °C.

SWITZERLAND

Neuchâtel
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TRANSPORT - COME BY PLANE
SWISS AIRPORTS

Basel
Neuchâtel

Zürich

Geneva
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TRANSPORT - COME BY TRAIN
RAILWAY NETWORK - Main european rail axes

Neuchâtel
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TRANSPORT - COME BY BUS
SWISS HIGHWAYS - Motorways and semi motorways

Neuchâtel
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WHAT IS EUROGYM?
“EUROGYM IS THE BIGGEST EUROPEAN GYMNASTICS EVENT
FOR YOUNG TEENAGERS”
The event is organised every two years, in 2022 the European
Gymnastics Executive Committee has attributed it to Switzerland and
will therefore be organised from July 7th to 15th.
The program focuses on sports activities, fun, exchanges and
encounters. An opening ceremony, a gala and a closing ceremony are
also planned as well as sightseeing excursions that will allow
participants to discover the Neuchâtel region, its lake and mountains.
The gymnasts will present their productions to the public on several
stages in the city, take part in various workshops and will be engaged in
cultural and recreational activities. In the first part of this great
gymnastics festival, the European Gym for Life Challenge (EGFL) will
reward the best participating groups on 9 July 2022.
The event is open to people with disabilities.

KEY FACTS
• 5000 gymnasts from 12 to 18 years old from more than 20 nations
• 500 accompanying adults (parents, friends) who follow the
gymnastics productions while taking advantage of tourism in the
region

NEUCHÂTEL'S PARTICIPATION IN THE 4 PREVIOUS EDITIONS
• 2012
Coimbra - Portugal
•
•
•

2014
2016
2018

Helsingborg - Sweden
Budejovice – Czech Republic
Liège - Belgium

LOCATIONS
•
•
•
•
•

A stadium with 10’000 seats for the opening ceremony
Sports halls and outdoor areas dedicated to workshops
3 stages for City performances
1 indoor skating rink with 3200 places for the Gala
1 sports hall with 1250 places for the EGFL

ACCOMMODATION
• 5’000 places in high schools for gymnasts
• Accommodation in hotels in the region for officials
• Choice of accommodation (hotel, B&B, camping) for accompanying
persons
CATERING
• 5000 meals (lunch and dinner) in the EAST indoor skating rink
• Breakfast
• Canteens for accompanying persons
TRANSPORTS
• By train from the airports to Neuchâtel (at the participant's expense)
• On foot and by bus between the sites to the accommodation
(included in the accreditation card)
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Legends

MAP AND PROGRAM
Map and program

NEUCHÂTEL
CITY CENTER

July

Description

10th

Parade & Opening
Ceremony
Espace
Facchinetti :
Meeting Groups
Leader & HOD

All

July

Description

11th
12th
13th
All
All
All

City performances
City performances
City performances
City Orienteering
Big Air Bag
Evening entertainment

July

Description

11th
12th
13th
All

City performances
City performances
City performances
Info, stands,
meeting points
Social activities
Evening
entertainement

All
All

Infrastructures Activities Transport

July
th

11
12th
July

Description

11th
12th
13th
All

City performances
City performances
City performances
Evening
entertainment

Description

Description

All

Sofa lounges

Description

9th
All

EGFL
Parkour Site

July

Description

14th

Gala EG &
Closing Ceremony
Catering

All

July

July

Educational Forum
Educational Forum

Subject to modifications
Provisional version of 24.02.2021
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DETAILED PROGRAM

EGFL 7 to 10 July 2022

EUROGYM 10 to 15 July 2022

TH

FR

SA

SU

MO

TU

WE

TH

FR

07.07

08.07

09.07

10.07

11.07

12.07

13.07

14.07

15.07

Espace
Facchinetti

Groups Leader & HOD Meetings

(in Maladière Stadium)

Indoor
Skating Rinks

- Gala EUROGYM
- Closing ceremony

Lakeshore

Sofa lounges

Sofa lounges

Sofa lounges

Sofa lounges

- Social activities
- Evening
entertainment

- City performances
- Social activities
- Evening
entertainment

- City performances
- Social activities
- Evening
entertainment

- City performances
- Social activities
- Evening
entertainment

- City performances
- Big air bag
- Evening
entertainment

- City performances
- Big air bag
- Evening
entertainment

- City performances
- Big air bag
- Evening
entertainment

- City performances
- Evening
entertainment

- City performances
- Evening
entertainment

- City performances
- Evening
entertainment

Parkour site

Parkour site

Parkour site

Parkour site

Several sites

Workshops

Workshops

Workshops

Workshops

University Hall

Educational forum

Educational forum

Maladière Plaza

Evening
entertainment

- Info, stands,
meeting point

- Parade
- Opening ceremony

Maladière Stadium
Arrival of groups
EUROGYM
(part 1)

Arrival of
EGFL groups

Place du Port
(harbourg)

Big air bag

Departure of
EGFL groups

Big air bag

Rehearsals

(EGFL)

EGFL

Arrival of
EUROGYM
groups (part 2)
Big air bag

Quai Ostervald

Riveraine

Sofa lounges

(EGFL)

Departure of
delegations
Big air bag

Subject to modifications - Provisional version of 24.02.2021
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OPENING CEREMONY - MALADIÈRE STADIUM

OPENING CEREMONY - MALADIÈRE STADIUM
OPENING CEREMONY ON THE THEME « Shiny GYM TIME »

GENERAL PROGRAM

•
•
•

Jumps production
Swing rings production
Tumble track

•
•

Athletics
Gymnastics and dance / Aerobic

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Floor gymnastics production
Handi inclusion
Final Flashmob EUROGYM 2022

VIBE

Catering
Parade
Opening ceremony
VIP Hospitality (aperitif)
Event’s beginning celebration with a «party for everyone»

10’000 SEATED PLACES

•

Transitions

Green, red, gold, blue colors, fabrics, dances,
acrobatic, rock, etc…

•
•

Music
Typically Swiss

Brass bands, drums, singer and backup singers
Alphorns, bell ringers, flag throwers

•
•

Local
SHOW effects!!!

«Neuchâtel» banners
Trial, Parkour, costumes, accessories, …
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TAGLINE « SHINY GYM TIME »
THE LAKE, THE SUN.... AND YOU!
Whether you are a gymnast or a spectator, or both, it is you who will
illuminate the various stages set up on the shores of Lake Neuchâtel in
July 2022. Nothing will be too shiny or too bright for this resolutely
convivial, sporting and festive week.

SHARE YOUR GYMNASTICS EXPERIENCES

#eurogym2022

To understand our region, let's turn these few days into "Shiny GYM
TIME". In Neuchâtel, we are indeed in the cradle of Swiss watchmaking.
Our hearts beat to the rhythm of our watches. And at EUROGYM 2022 |
NEUCHÂTEL, it is together that we will follow the beat to keep an
unforgettable memory of this 13th edition.
We look forward to welcoming you and sharing this week of "Shiny GYM
TIME" with you.

LINKS TO FOLLOW US
FACEBOOK :

facebook.com/EUROGYM2022

INSTAGRAM : instagram.com/eurogym2022
TIK TOK :

tiktok.com/@eurogym2022

WEBSITE :

eurogym2022.ch
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CONTEST SHINY GYM TIME !!!!

Do you like to move?
Do you like to dance?
Do you like to show what
you can do on social
networks?
Be in the starting blocks for the big EUROGYM 2022 contest.
Together, we will swing on a "Shiny GYM TIME"
flashmob!

You will be informed in due time about the details of the contest.
Wonderful prizes will reward your efforts.

#eu
rog
ym
202
2

Be "FlashMob" !
Be "Shiny GYM TIME" !
Be "EUROGYM 2022 | NEUCHÂTEL" !

#eurogym2022

CITY PERFORMANCES
MONDAY 11TH TO WEDNESDAY 13TH
City performances will take place at different venues in the heart of the city, at the place where the inhabitants of Neuchâtel are used to walk. The groups
should present their performance at least twice during the week.
MALADIÈRE PLAZA
Stage 20 x 20 m.
Surface area 30 x 25 m.

All
• Workshops in the morning
• City performances in the afternoon
• Info, stands, meeting point
• DJ on the stage
• Parkour Site
• Evening entertainment

QUAI OSTERVALD
Stage 14 x 14 m.
Surface area 22 x 18 m.

All
• Workshops in the morning
• City performances in the afternoon
• Evening entertainment

PLACE DU PORT (BY THE HARBOUR)
Stage 20 x 20 m.
Surface area 30 x 25 m.

All
• Workshops in the morning
• City performances in the afternoon
• City Orienteering starting point
• Big Air Bag on the square
• Evening Shows
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WORKSHOPS
INDOOR - OUTDOOR - POOL & LAKE (provisional list)
GYMNASTICS
• Acrobatics
• Aerial tissues
• Aerobics
• Airtrack
• Artistic
• Special Choreography
• Swing rings
• Circus
• Trampoline
• Trapeze
GAMES
• Badminton
• Basketball
• Handball
• Kinball
• RaFroBall
• Table tennis
• Tchoukball
• Unihockey

DANCE
• Acrobatic rock
• Capoeira
• Cheerleading
• Dance2BFit
• African dance
• Indian dance
• Hip-Hop
• Pole dancing
• Streetdance
MISCELLANEOUS
• Boxing
• Cardio combat
• Fencing
• Karate
• Rope Skipping
• Self-defence
• Step
• TRX
• Twirling
• Yin Yoga
• Zumba

OUTDOOR
• AirFit
• American football
• Archery
• Beach Volley
• Big Air Bag
• Bubble soccer
• Canicross
• Cross fit
• Cycling
• Climbing
• Freestyle Football
• Footgolf
• Frisbee golf
• Jogging
• Mini-golf
• Outdoor workout
• Parkour Freestyle
and Speed
• Petanque (bocce)
• Rugby
• Slackline
• Swingolf
• Swiss wrestling
• Target Sprint

POOL
• Aquafit
• Free diving
• Diving
• Mermaiding
• Water games
• Waterpolo
LAKE
• Canoeing
• Kitesurf
• Paddle board
• Rowing
• Snorkeling
• Surfing
• Wakeboard
• Water jump
• Windsurfing

The final workshops’ list will be published in in the info bulletin n°2.
Several workshops will be open to people with disabilities.
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SOCIAL ACTIVITIES - MALADIÈRE PLAZA

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
RIVERAINE
Parkour Site

MALADIÈRE PLAZA
Music / DJ

QUAI OSTERVALD
Concerts

PLACE DU PORT
Big air bag (fee-based activity)

PLACE DU PORT
Gymnastics & dance shows

CITY ORIENTEERING
Starting point

Cultural orienteering trip with
an app. creating by the City of
Neuchâtel on the occasion of
EUROGYM 2022.

LAKESHORE Participants’ sofa lounge

SILENT PARTY (fee-based activity)

Neuchâtel Swiss O finder
EUROGYM ranking
announced at the closing
ceremony.
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EXCURSIONS
DISCOVERY OF A REGION
The 13th EUROGYM 2022 is also an opportunity to discover a country, its traditions as well as its diverse and varied pleasures. In Neuchâtel and Western
Switzerland, you are at the heart of Swiss traditions (watchmaking, cheese, chocolate, etc.). But you are also in a high-tech, innovative and Olympic
environment. Here are the various magnificent excursions that we offer you. More information will be available in the next info bulletin.
LES PONTS-DE-MARTEL
Cheese diairy

KERZERS
Papiliorama & Nocturama

NEUCHÂTEL LAKE
Boat cruise

LAUSANNE
Olympic Museum

CHAUMONT
Adventure park in the trees

LA CHAUX-DE-FONDS
International clock museum

COURTERALY
Chocolate factory

BERNE (CAPITALE)
UNESCO World Heritage Center

SAINTE-CROIX International center

LA ROBELLA

CHASSERAL
Gourmet excursion

for watchmaking and art mecanics - Cima

Summer toboggan run and all terrain scooter
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EDUCATIONAL FORUM
FOR THE EDUCATIONAL FORUM
For this edition of EUROGYM we would like to focus on Sports
programs and Handi inclusion, Sports injuries in young people, Mental
preparation of young athletes.
There will be two morning sessions on Monday and Tuesday morning.
The themes will be presented in bulletin no 2.
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GALA - CLOSING CEREMONY
ICE ARENA WEST - CAPACITY : 3’200 PLACES
2 representations are planned of the Gala and the closing ceremony (at the end
of the 2nd representation), in the presence of all the EUROGYM participants.
The theme is based on the slogan of EUROGYM 2022 : « Shiny GYM TIME »
The duration of the Gala will not exceed 90 minutes. The indoor skating rink will
be equiped with 2 demonstration’s scenes 14X14m, with floor mat.
Groups that want to be part of the EUROGYM Gala can apply by sending a video
of their performance to European Gymnastics. More specific information about
this application will be sent to the National Federations (autumn 2021). Members
of the TC will choose the groups. A local choregrapher will script the show.
The closing ceremony will be animated by the parade of 2 delegates per nation,
with their flags. There will be demonstrations of a local gymnastics production
and of the next EUROGYM.
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ACCOMMODATION - LOCATIONS
ACCOMMODATION IN SCHOOLS
IS PROVIDED FOR ALL PARTICIPANTS.
The accommodation costs are included in the participation fees.
Through our volunteers and a safety/security agency there will be
24-hour service at all schools and security will be provided at all times.

Collège du
Crêt-du-Chêne

The cleanliness of the sanitary facilities will be ensured by regular
cleaning teams.

NEUCHÂTEL
CITY CENTER

Ecole des
Acacias

Collège du Mail
Collège de la Maladière
Centre professionnel
Littoral Neuchâtelois

Collège du
Passage

Lycée Denis-deRougemont

Lycée Jean-Piaget

Collège des
Terreaux
Collège de la
Promenade

SERRIÈRE

Collège de
Vauseyon
Collège des
Charmettes
Ecole des
Coteaux

Collège de
Serrières

La Tène/Marin

HOTELS
hotels

*** Hôtel Ibis 3 Lacs Neuchâtel
Lieu : La Tène/Marin
ibis.accor.com

NEUCHÂTEL
CITY CENTER
*** Hôtel Alpes et Lac
www.alpesetlac.ch

*** Hôtel de l’Ecluse
www.hoteldelecluse.ch

*** Hôtel des Arts
www.hoteldesarts.ch

** L’Aubier
www.aubier.ch

**** Best Western Premier
Hôtel Beaulac
www.beaulac.ch
*** Hôtel Touring du Lac
www.touringaulac.ch

***** Hôtel Beau Rivage
www.beau-rivage-hotel.ch

GUESTS
Neuchâtel has the capacity to welcome EUROGYM guests in
hotels located in and around the city centre.
Hotels are divided into categories 2* to 5* and some are within
walking distance, others require the use of public transport.
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CATERING
MEALS
For logistical reasons, all meals are taken at the Indoor Skating Rink East.
Balanced menus for sporty people with 1 vegan option.
With each menu, a 5 dl. mineral water is served at lunch and dinner.
Small food stands will also be used and will allow participants to buy drinks
and snacks.
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REGISTRATIONS
REGISTRATIONS
The gymnasts should be between 12 years old and 18; but it is allowed
to register 10% of under-aged gymnasts of 10-11 years old. Please
check the regulations, also older gymnasts are allowed. Please see the
below table, these numbers will be checked! A copy of a valid passport
will be asked at the registration.
• Each group should include at least
6 gymnasts.
• The European Gymnastics and
Technical Committee for
Gymnastics for All recommends to
have minimum 2 group leaders,
1 coach as well as
1 Head of Delegation.
• But if the group exceeds
12 gymnasts, it is recommended to
have1 group leader for
12 gymnasts.
• The registration can only be
done through your National
Federation.

# participants
per group

# participants
allowed that
are younger
and/or older

From
…

Until
…

6

9

0

10

15

1

16

25

2

26

35

3

36

45

4

46

55

5

56

> 56

6

ACCREDITATION
• Participants according to the definition above
• Coaches
• Group/team leaders
• Head of delegation
Coaches may not take part on a performance as gymnasts. Accompanying
persons are not allowed in the schools and will not get an accreditation.

REGISTRATION DEADLINES
Provisional registrations
Definitive registrations

November 15th, 2021
March 15th, 2022

ENTRY FEES European Gym for Life Challenge
(EGFL)
7-10 July
150 EURO
Are included:
• School accommodation for two or three nights
• Meals on Saturday (breakfast - lunch - dinner) and breakfast on
Sunday
• Participation in European Gym for Life Challenge
ENTRY FEES EUROGYM
9-15 July
295 EURO
Are included:
• School accommodation and Meals
• Transport in Neuchâtel City during the EUROGYM 2022
• Entry to all ceremonies (opening - closing - gala)
• Workshops - Performances - Parties
EGFL + EUROGYM
7-15 July
380 EURO
The provisional registrations will be officially confirmed when 10% of
the participation fees will be paid to the LOC. The balance 90% must
be paid with the final registration 4 months before the event.
Arrangements in case of pandemic will be announced if necessary.
INSURANCE, REFUND & PENALITIES
• Each participant must have a medical care and repatriation
insurance at registration or must take out one with the LOC.
• 10% of registration’s fees is not refundable.
• In case of absence at the Meeting with Head of Delegation of May 8,
2021 = 500 EURO fine - at the daily meetings = 250 EURO fine.
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ORGANIZATION CHART
Association EUROGYM Neuchâtel 2022
COMMITTEE OF THE ASSOCIATION
Secretary
Auditor
Assessor

Treasurer

Assessor

Assessor

MEMBERS OF THE ASSOCIATION

STRATEGIC COMMITTEE
State councillor NE

Technical Manager

Municipal councillor NE

State councillor NE

General secretary

President LOC

Logistics

Accommodation

Financial Manager

LOCAL ORGANISING COMMITTEE (LOC)
Volunteers

Leisure

FSG delegate
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QUIZZZZZZ !!!!

Post your answers on the social
networks with the mention

#eurogym2022

In Switzerland, local
cultures live together
according to the
linguistic regions of the
country. True or false?

In your opinion, how
many languages make
up the cultural diversity
that is essential for the
cohesion of the country
and contribute to
Switzerland's identity?

What is Switzerland's
signature dish?

#eurogym2022

SEE YOU IN SWITZERLAND !

#eurogym2022

eurogym2022.ch

EUROGYM 2022
Les Longues Raies 13 /CP 32
CH - 2013 Colombier - Switzerland
info@eurogym2022.ch - www.eurogym2022.ch
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